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1. I NTRODUCTION
Positivity of divisors/line bundles (or more generally, of vector bundles or coherent sheaves) on varieties is
one of the central aspects of higher-dimensional algebraic geometry. Main applications that come to mind
include the minimal model program and the construction of moduli spaces of varieties.
Roughly speaking, positive line bundles are characterized by an abundance of global sections, which then
results in other good properties of numerical, cohomological or geometric nature. From a geometric point
of view, a good starting point are very ample bundles, i.e. bundles whose associated Kodaira map yields a
closed embedding into projective space. Ampleness, the main notion of positivity, comes to life in that we
define a line bundle L to be ample if some power L ⊗m becomes very ample. Ampleness for line bundles
(or, equivalently, for Cartier divisors) admits characterizations in terms of vanishing of cohomology groups
and intersection numbers, and, in addition, possesses good formal properties.
However, for the purposes of many applications — for instance the birational classification of projective
varieties — ampleness is too restrictive, and various weakenings are of great interest. In the course of these
lectures we will encounter too such notions: nefness (incorporating the idea that positive line bundles should
intersect curves non-negatively), and partial or q-ampleness (building on the observation that ample line
bundles tend to kill higher cohomology).
The purpose of this seminar is to study generalizations of ampleness and nefness to subvarieties of
higher codimension. Ampleness for subvarieties in general builds on q-ampleness, while nefness in higher
codimension falls apart into as many as four inequivalent definitions. At the same time, the intimate
relationship between ample and nef divisors becomes much less tangible in the higher-codimension world,
and unexpected things happen: there exist nef subvarieties that are not limits of effective cycles, and ampleness
is no longer invariant under rational equivalence.
Although the foundations have been laid, the area has just been born and full of open questions. One does
not expect a general understanding of ample/nef subvarieties of a given variety; not the least since these
questions seem to be out of the reach of our current techniques even in dimension two (a good example is
the cone of ample divisors on Hilbert modular surfaces). On the other hand, it is a feasible project to study
positive subvarieties in varieties with lots of extra structure (for instance Noether–Lefschetz loci in orthogonal
Shimura varieties).
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About the structure of the program: the first three pairs of talks are devoted to the classical theory of
positive divisors while mostly ignoring the birational aspects. This is established material with the almost
canonical reference [PAG]. The fourth pair of lectures is about partial cohomological ampleness, here the
references are [DPS, S, T]. The two final occasions contain the actual higher-codimensional material. The
source for ample subschemes is the beautifully written article [O1], while our study of numerical positivity of
higher-codimensional cycles will be studied based on [FL2]. Note that the references include papers that are
not needed directly for the talks, but provide extra information to the interested reader.
We will work over a base field that is algebraically closed and of characteristic zero; at points this field is
going to be taken to be C.
2. P ROGRAM
The lectures are divided into pairs, the distribution of the material between the individual talks should
follow as it is seen fit by the speakers. In my opinion it helps a lot in digesting such a seminar program if one
has a guiding question that can be used as a compass in the area. My suggestion goes as follows.

What do we know about ample line bundles on Hilbert modular surfaces?

Lectures 1 & 2 (Fundamentals of positivity). Line bundles and Cartier divisors, intersection numbers á
la Kleiman–Snapper, numerical equivalence of divisors, Néron–Severi space, the Riemann–Roch theorem
and its asymptotic version, the theorem of Cartan–Grothendieck–Serre, first formal properties (restriction to
irreducible components, behaviour under pullbacks, amplitude in families, etc.). Examples: Pn , P2 blown up
at a point.
Literature: [PAG, Sections 1.1 and 1.2], for Kleiman–Snapper see [B], [D], or [K2] for instance.
Lectures 3 & 4 (Numerical positivity). Nakai–Moishezon–Kleiman criterion, numerical nature of ampleness, Q- and R-Cartier divisors and their amplitude, openness of amplitude in the Néron–Severi space, nef
line bundles and divisors, formal properties of nefness, Kleiman’s theorem, cones of ample and nef divisors
with simple examples.
Literature: [PAG, Sections 1.2 through 1.4], [KM]
Lectures 5 & 6 (Topological consequences of ampleness and vanishing theorems). Metric characterization of ampleness, Kodaira’s embedding theorem (without proof), topology of affine varieties (review),
cohomological dimension, Lefschetz hyperplane theorem, Kodaira’s and Fujita’s vanishing theorems (if time
permits, comparison with Serre).
Literature: [PAG, Sections 1.2.C, 1.4.D, 3.1.A, 3.1.B, 4.2], [K]
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Lectures 7 & 8 (Partial cohomological ampleness). The various definitions of q-ampleness and their equivalence (outline of the proof), formal properties, upper-semicontunuity, homogeneity, numerical invariance,
examples in dimension two and three, geometric q-ampleness.
Literature: The main source is Totaro’s paper [T] where he proves the equivalence of the three competing
definitions. Other possibilities include the original articles [DPS, S] and the survey [GK].
Lectures 9 & 10 (Ample subschemes). Definition of ample subschemes, examples, the fact that ampleness
does not respect rational equivalence, ampleness of the normal bundle, ample versus local complete intersection, regular section of ample vector bundles, intersections with divisors, cohomology of the complement
and the Lefschetz hyperplane theorem, fundamental groups of ample subvarieties, the question of Kodaira
vanishing for q-ample line bundles.
Literature: The original and main source for this material is [O1].
Lectures 11 & 12 (Nefness and its relatives in higher codimension). Cycles and dual cycles, Chern classes
of vector bundles (quick review), Schur classes, pseudo-effective/nef/pliant/base point free/universally pseudoeffective cones, all of these cones are full-dimensional, strictly convex, and contain complete intersection
classes in their interiors, no two cones are equal in general.
Literature: [FL2]
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